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GOLDEN STATE TAE KWON DO 
Preliminary Suggested Student Facing Examination Forms 11/01/2019 V.02m 

Abstract 

This document contains a suggested revision to the existing examination forms and is the  

Property of Golden State Tae Kwon Do and is subject to change during the review process 
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Testing Requirements to advance from White Belt to Yellow Belt 
You will be requested to demonstrate the following skillsets to advance to the Advanced White Belt or Yellow Belt level. 

 Demonstrate a low block, middle block, upper block 
and a reverse punch from a standing position and a 
front stance. You may also be asked to perform your 
blocks while stepping forward and turning in a front 
stance. 

Tips    
 Make sure both hands are closed in a tight fist when performing your blocks and 

punches. 
 Make sure all blocks use a cover hand  
 Make sure your shoulders are forward, your back leg is lock and your front knee 

is above your foot. 

 Demonstrate a Shuto block from a back stance 
while stepping forward and turning. 

 

Tips 
 Make sure Your fingers should be together and your thumb tucked in when 

performing a shuto strike 
 Your lead hand starts at the ear and ends at shoulders height  
 Your knees are positioned over the rear and front feet 

 Demonstrate a back leg front kick from a fighting 
stance in place, a back leg front kick while stepping 
forward, a back leg front kick into a bag and a 
defensive front leg front kick into a bag. 

 
 Demonstrate a side kick from a standing position. 

You may also be asked to demonstrate a step-in 
sidekick into a bag. 

 
 Demonstrate a back leg round kick from a fighting 

stance. You may also be asked to demonstrate a 
back leg round kick into a bag. 

Tips 
 Make sure you perform all four steps for each kick 
 Your hands are up when performing the kick 
 You are rotating your hips and base leg correctly when performing each kick 

 
 
 
 
 

 Demonstrate the first five one step sparring 
techniques with a partner 

 

Tips 
 Make sure your stances, blocks and counters are performed correctly 
 You Kiai very loud with you attack and perform your counter strike 
 Your exhibit control when you attack and perform your counter strike 

 Demonstrate Pinan 1 by the count  
 

Tips 
 Your basic stances should be the same width and length and height 
 All strikes and blocks should be performed with a cover hand 
 Be sure to recoil all of the kicks 
 Make sure to look before moving to the next step 
 Don’t forget to Kiai loud at the correct steps during the form. 
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Testing Requirements to advance from Yellow Belt to Green Belt 
You will be requested to demonstrate the following skillsets to advance from Yellow Belt to the Green Belt level.  

The items highlighted in red are the additional skillsets you should have learned as a yellow belt 

 Demonstrate a low block, middle block, reinforced 
middle block, block then pierce, upper block and a 
reverse punch from a standing position and or a front 
stance. You may also be asked to perform your blocks 
while stepping forward and turning in a front stance. 

Tips    
 Make sure both hands are closed in a tight fist when performing your blocks and 

punches. 
 Make sure all blocks use a cover hand  
 Make sure your shoulders are forward, your back leg is lock and your front knee 

is above your foot. 

 Demonstrate a Shuto block and middle block from 
a back stance while stepping forward and turning. 

 

Tips 
 Make sure Your fingers should be together and your thumb tucked in when 

performing a shuto strike 
 Your lead hand starts at the ear and ends at shoulders height  
 Your knees are positioned over you’re the rear and front feet 

 Demonstrate a Jab then reverse punch from a 
fighting stance into a bag 

Tips 
 both hands are closed in a tight fist  
 the cover hand should be held by the side of your head 
 Make sure you pivot when you throw the reverse punch 
 Be sure to Kiai on the final jab punch combination 

 Demonstrate defensive punches into a bag  

 Demonstrate a back leg front kick from a fighting 
stance in place, a back leg front kick while stepping 
forward, a back leg front kick into a bag, a hop in 
front kick into a bag and a defensive front leg front 
kick into a bag. 

 
 Demonstrate a side kick from a standing position. 

You may also be asked to demonstrate, a step-in 
sidekick into a bag and a defensive front leg side 
kick into a bag. 

 
 Demonstrate a back leg round kick from a fighting 

stance. You may also be asked to demonstrate a 
step-up front leg round kick and a back leg round 
kick into a bag. 

Tips 
 Make sure you perform all four steps for each kick 
 Your hands are up when performing the kick 
 You are rotating your hips and base leg correctly when performing each kick 
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   Testing Requirements to advance from Yellow Belt to Green Belt   

  

 Demonstrate the five one step sparring techniques 
with a partner 
 

Tips 
 Make sure your stances, blocks and counters are performed correctly 
 You Kiai very loud with you attack and perform your counter strike 
 You exhibit control when you attack and perform your counter strike 

 

 Demonstrate a basic combination kicking 
techniques 

Tips  
 Don’t try to kick to high.  Proper form is more important than the kick height. 
 Make sure you Kiai very loud on the last kick in the combination 
 Make sure to keep your hands up and closed in a fist 
 Make sure to show all four steps of each kick and pivot on each kick 

 Demonstrate Pinan 1 by the count  
 Demonstrate Pinan 2 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 3 with your test group (Note 1) 

 
 

Tips 
 Your basic stances should be the same width and length and height 
 All strikes and blocks should be performed with a cover hand 
 Be sure to recoil all of the kicks 
 Make sure to look before moving to the next step 
 Don’t forget to Kiai loud at the correct steps during the form. 

 

Note 1  

Pinan 2 is required to advance from Yellow Belt to Advanced Yellow Belt 

Pinan 3 is required to advance from Advanced Yellow belt to Green Belt 
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Testing Requirements to advance from Green Belt to Blue Belt 
You will be requested to demonstrate the following skillsets to advance from Green Belt to the Blue Belt level.  

The items highlighted in red are the additional skillsets you should have learned as a Green belt 

 Demonstrate a back leg front kick from a fighting 
stance in place, a back leg front kick while stepping 
forward, a back leg front kick into a bag, a hop in 
front kick into a bag and a defensive front leg front 
kick into a bag.  

 
 Demonstrate a side kick from a standing position. 

You may also be asked to demonstrate, a step-in 
sidekick into a bag and a defensive front leg side 
kick into a bag. 

 
 Demonstrate a back leg round kick from a fighting 

stance. You may also be asked to demonstrate a 
step-up front leg round kick and a back leg round 
kick into a bag. 
 

 Demonstrate a step-up front leg hook kick with 
both legs. 
 

 Demonstrate a turn back kick into a bag 
 

 Demonstrate a run jump front kick and a run jump 
side kick into a bag 

Tips 
 Make sure you perform all four steps for each kick 
 Your hands are up when performing the kick 
 You are rotating your hips and base leg correctly when performing each kick 

 
 

 
 
 

 Demonstrate a Jab then reverse punch then hook 
punch combination from a fighting stance  

Tips 
 both hands are closed in a tight fist  
 the cover hand should be held by the side of your head 
 Make sure you pivot when you throw the reverse punch 
 Be sure to Kiai on the final jab punch combination 

 Demonstrate defensive punches into a bag  
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   Testing Requirements to advance from Green Belt to Blue Belt   

 Demonstrate the five one step sparring techniques 
with a partner 
 

Tips 
 Make sure your stances, blocks and counters are performed correctly 
 You Kiai very loud with you attack and perform your counter strike 
 You exhibit control when you attack and perform your counter strike 

 Demonstrate a basic combination kicking 
techniques 

Tips  
 Don’t try to kick to high.  Proper form is more important that the kicking height. 
 Make sure you Kiai very loud on the last kick in the combination 
 Make sure to keep your hands up and closed in a fist 
 Make sure to show all four steps of each kick and pivot on each kick 

 Demonstrate Pinan 1 by the count  
 Demonstrate Pinan 2 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 3 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate fighting Form 1 with your test group 

(Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 4 with your test group (Note 1) 

Tips 
 Your basic stances should be the same width and length and height 
 All strikes and blocks should be performed with a cover hand 
 Be sure to recoil all of the kicks 
 Make sure to look before moving to the next step 
 Don’t forget to Kiai loud at the correct steps during the form. 

 Demonstrate Sparring techniques 
You will be moving around with your partner 
exchanging free fighting techniques.  
 

Tips 
 Be sure to keep your hands up 
 Try to mix in some punches with the kicking techniques 
 You should not make any contact with your partner when trading kicks and 

punches 

 Free Fighting 
You will be demonstrating your free sparring 
abilities with a partner 

Tips 
 Be sure to keep your hands up 
 Try to mix in some punches with the kicking techniques 
 Make sure you demonstrate correct footwork when moving in your fighting 

stance 
 No contact to the head will be allowed. Light contact to the body is ok.  

Note 1  

Pinan 1 is required to advance from White Belt to Yellow Belt 

Pinan 2 is required to advance from Yellow Belt to Advanced Yellow Belt 

Pinan 3 is required to advance from Advanced Yellow belt to Green Belt 

Fighting Form 1 is required to advance from Green Belt to Advanced Green Belt 

Pinan 4 is required to advance from Advanced Green belt to Blue Belt 
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Testing Requirements to advance from Blue Belt to Red Belt 
You will be requested to demonstrate the following skillsets to advance from Blue Belt to the Red Belt level.  

The items highlighted in red are the additional skillsets you should have learned at a belt level lower than Red belt 

 

 Demonstrate a back leg front kick from a fighting 
stance in place, a back leg front kick while stepping 
forward, a back leg front kick into a bag, a hop in 
front kick into a bag and a defensive front leg front 
kick into a bag.  

 
 Demonstrate a side kick from a standing position. 

You may also be asked to demonstrate, a step-in 
sidekick into a bag and a defensive front leg side 
kick into a bag. 

 
 Demonstrate a back leg round kick from a fighting 

stance. You may also be asked to demonstrate a 
step-up front leg round kick, step up double Round 
Kick, slide in off rear leg round kick and a back leg 
round kick into a bag. 
  

 Demonstrate a step-up front leg hook kick with 
both legs. 
  

 Demonstrate a turn back kick into a bag as well as 
defensive turn back kick in a bag. 
 

 Demonstrate spin hook kick at stationary target 
 

 Demonstrate a run jump front kick and a run jump 
side kick into a bag 
 

 

Tips 
 Make sure you perform all four steps for each kick 
 Your hands are up when performing the kick 
 You are rotating your hips and base leg correctly when performing each kick 
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  Testing Requirements to advance from Blue Belt to Red Belt 
 

 

 Demonstrate a Jab then reverse punch then hook 
punch combination from a fighting stance  

Tips 
 both hands are closed in a tight fist  
 the cover hand should be held by the side of your head 
 Make sure you pivot when you throw the reverse punch 
 Be sure to Kiai on the final jab punch combination 

 Demonstrate hand combinations into a bag  

 Demonstrate the five one step sparring techniques 
with a partner 
 

Tips 
 Make sure your stances, blocks and counters are performed correctly 
 You Kiai very loud with you attack and perform your counter strike 
 You exhibit control when you attack and perform your counter strike 

 Demonstrate a advanced combination kicking 
techniques 

Tips  
 Don’t try to kick to high.  Proper form is more important that the kicking height. 
 Make sure you Kiai very loud on the last kick in the combination 
 Make sure to keep your hands up and closed in a fist 
 Make sure to show all four steps of each kick and pivot on each kick 

 Demonstrate Pinan 1 by the count  
 Demonstrate Pinan 2 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 3 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate fighting Form 1 with your test group 

(Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 4 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 5 with your test group (Note 1) 

Tips 
 Your basic stances should be the same width and length and height 
 All strikes and blocks should be performed with a cover hand 
 Be sure to recoil all of the kicks 
 Make sure to look before moving to the next step 
 Don’t forget to Kiai loud at the correct steps during the form. 

 Demonstrate Sparring techniques 
You will be moving around with your partner 
exchanging free fighting techniques.  
 

Tips 
 Be sure to keep your hands up 
 Try to mix in some punches with the kicking techniques 
 You should not make any contact with your partner when trading kicks and 

punches 

 Free Fighting 
You will be demonstrating your free sparring 
abilities with a partner 

Tips 
 Be sure to keep your hands up 
 Try to mix in some punches with the kicking techniques 
 Make sure you demonstrate correct footwork when moving in your fighting 

stance 
 No contact to the head will be allowed. Light contact to the body is ok.  
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Note 1  

Pinan 1 is required to advance from White Belt to Yellow Belt 

Pinan 2 is required to advance from Yellow Belt to Advanced Yellow Belt 

Pinan 3 is required to advance from Advanced Yellow belt to Green Belt 

Fighting Form 1 is required to advance from Green Belt to Advanced Green Belt 

Pinan 4 is required to advance from Advanced Green belt to Blue Belt 

Pinan 5 is required to advance from Blue belt to Red Belt 
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Testing Requirements to advance from Red Belt to Brown Belt 
You will be requested to demonstrate the following skillsets to advance from Red Belt to the Brown Belt level.  

The items highlighted in red are the additional skillsets you should have learned at a belt level lower than Brown belt 

 

 Demonstrate a back leg front kick from a fighting 
stance in place, a back leg front kick while stepping 
forward, a back leg front kick into a bag, a hop in 
front kick into a bag and a defensive front leg front 
kick into a bag.  

 
 Demonstrate a side kick from a standing position. 

You may also be asked to demonstrate, a step-in 
sidekick into a bag and a defensive front leg side 
kick into a bag. 

 
 Demonstrate a back leg round kick from a fighting 

stance. You may also be asked to demonstrate a 
step-up front leg round kick, step up double Round 
Kick, slide in off rear leg round kick and a back leg 
round kick into a bag. 
 

 Demonstrate a step-up front leg hook kick with 
both legs. 
 

 Demonstrate a turn back kick into a bag as well as 
defensive turn back kick in a bag. 
 

 Demonstrate spin hook kick at stationary target 
 

 Demonstrate a run jump front kick and a run jump 
side kick into a bag 

Tips 
 Make sure you perform all four steps for each kick 
 Your hands are up when performing the kick 
 You are rotating your hips and base leg correctly when performing each kick 
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   Testing Requirements to advance from Red Belt to Brown Belt  
 

 

 Demonstrate a Jab then reverse punch then hook 
punch combination from a fighting stance  

Tips 
 both hands are closed in a tight fist  
 the cover hand should be held by the side of your head 
 Make sure you pivot when you throw the reverse punch 
 Be sure to Kiai on the final jab punch combination 

 Demonstrate offensive and defensive hand strikes 
into a bag 

Tips 
  

 Demonstrate the five one step sparring techniques 
with a partner 
 

Tips 
 Make sure your stances, blocks and counters are performed correctly 
 You Kiai very loud with you attack and perform your counter strike 
 You exhibit control when you attack and perform your counter strike 

 Demonstrate a advanced combination kicking 
techniques 

Tips  
 Don’t try to kick to high.  Proper form is more important that the kicking height. 
 Make sure you Kiai very loud on the last kick in the combination 
 Make sure to keep your hands up and closed in a fist 
 Make sure to show all four steps of each kick and pivot on each kick 

 Demonstrate Pinan 1 by the count  
 Demonstrate Pinan 2 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 3 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate fighting Form 1 with your test group 

(Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 4 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 5 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Fighting Form 2 (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Naihanchi 1 (Note 1) 

Tips 
 Your basic stances should be the same width and length and height 
 All strikes and blocks should be performed with a cover hand 
 Be sure to recoil all of the kicks 
 Make sure to look before moving to the next step 
 Don’t forget to Kiai loud at the correct steps during the form. 

 Demonstrate 10 Basic Jiujitsu hand techniques  Be sure to find a partner and practice your techniques before the test 

 Demonstrate Sparring techniques 
o You will be moving around with your 

partner exchanging free fighting 
techniques.  

 

Tips 
 Be sure to keep your hands up 
 Try to mix in some punches with the kicking techniques 
 You should not make any contact with your partner when trading kicks and 

punches 

 Free Fighting Tips 
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o You will be demonstrating your free 
sparring abilities with a partner 

 Be sure to keep your hands up 
 Try to mix in some punches with the kicking techniques 
 Make sure you demonstrate correct footwork when moving in your fighting 

stance 
 No contact to the head will be allowed. Light contact to the body is ok.  

 

Note 1  

Pinan 1 is required to advance from White Belt to Yellow Belt 

Pinan 2 is required to advance from Yellow Belt to Advanced Yellow Belt 

Pinan 3 is required to advance from Advanced Yellow belt to Green Belt 

Fighting Form 1 is required to advance from Green Belt to Advanced Green Belt 

Pinan 4 is required to advance from Advanced Green belt to Blue Belt 

Pinan 5 is required to advance from Blue belt to Red Belt 

Naihanchi 1 is required to advance from Red Belt to Brown Belt 

Fighting Form 2 is required to advance from Red Belt to Brown Belt 
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Testing Requirements to advance from Brown Belt to Advanced Brown Belt  

 
You will be requested to demonstrate the following skillsets to advance from Red Belt to the Brown Belt level.  

The items highlighted in red are the additional skillsets you should have learned at a belt level lower than Advanced Brown belt 

 Demonstrate a back leg front kick from a fighting 
stance in place, a back leg front kick while stepping 
forward, a back leg front kick into a bag, a hop in 
front kick into a bag and a defensive front leg front 
kick into a bag.  

 
 Demonstrate a side kick from a standing position. 

You may also be asked to demonstrate, a step-in 
sidekick into a bag and a defensive front leg side 
kick into a bag. 

 
 Demonstrate a back leg round kick from a fighting 

stance. You may also be asked to demonstrate a 
step-up front leg round kick, step up double Round 
Kick, slide in off rear leg round kick and a back leg 
round kick into a bag. 
 

 Demonstrate a step-up front leg hook kick with 
both legs. 
 

 Demonstrate a turn back kick into a bag, defensive 
turn back kick in a bag and jump turn back kick into 
the bag. 
 

 Demonstrate spin hook kick into a stationary target 
and counter spin kicking with a partner. 

 Demonstrate a run jump front kick and a run jump 
side kick into a bag 

Tips 
 Make sure you perform all four steps for each kick 
 Your hands are up when performing the kick 
 You are rotating your hips and base leg correctly when performing each kick 
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   Testing Requirements to advance from Red Belt to Advanced Brown Belt  
 

 

 Demonstrate a Jab then reverse punch then hook 
punch combination from a fighting stance  

Tips 
 both hands are closed in a tight fist  
 the cover hand should be held by the side of your head 
 Make sure you pivot when you throw the reverse punch 
 Be sure to Kiai on the final jab punch combination 

 Demonstrate offensive and defensive hand strikes 
into a bag 

 Watch your foot work and keep your cover hand up with executing for strikes 
 

 Demonstrate the five one step sparring techniques 
with a partner 
 

Tips 
 Make sure your stances, blocks and counters are performed correctly 
 You Kiai very loud with you attack and perform your counter strike 
 You exhibit control when you attack and perform your counter strike 

 Demonstrate advanced combination kicking 
techniques 

Tips  
 Don’t try to kick to high.  Proper form is more important that the kicking height. 
 Make sure you Kiai very loud on the last kick in the combination 
 Make sure to keep your hands up and closed in a fist 
 Make sure to show all four steps of each kick and pivot on each kick 

 Demonstrate Pinan 1 by the count  
 Demonstrate Pinan 2 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 3 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate fighting Form 1 with your test group 

(Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 4 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Pinan 5 with your test group (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Fighting Form 2 (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Naihanchi 1 (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Bassai Dai (Note 1) 
 Demonstrate Naihanchi 2 (Note 1) suggested 

Tips 
 Your basic stances should be the same width and length and height 
 All strikes and blocks should be performed with a cover hand 
 Be sure to recoil all of the kicks 
 Make sure to look before moving to the next step 
 Don’t forget to Kiai loud at the correct steps during the form. 

 Demonstrate 10 Basic Jiujitsu hand techniques  
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 Demonstrate Sparring techniques 
o You will be moving around with your 

partner exchanging free fighting 
techniques.  

Tips 
 Be sure to keep your hands up 
 Try to mix in some punches with the kicking techniques 
 Watch your control  

 

 Free Fighting 
o You will be demonstrating your free 

sparring abilities with a partner and will 
fight around 5 rounds 

Tips 
 Be sure to keep your hands up 
 Try to mix in some punches with the kicking techniques 
 Make sure you demonstrate correct footwork when moving in your fighting 

stance 
 No contact to the head will be allowed. Light contact to the body is ok.  

 

Note 1  

Pinan 1 is required to advance from White Belt to Yellow Belt 

Pinan 2 is required to advance from Yellow Belt to Advanced Yellow Belt 

Pinan 3 is required to advance from Advanced Yellow belt to Green Belt 

Fighting Form 1 is required to advance from Green Belt to Advanced Green Belt 

Pinan 4 is required to advance from Advanced Green belt to Blue Belt 

Pinan 5 is required to advance from Blue belt to Red Belt 

Naihanchi 1 is required to advance from Red Belt to Brown Belt 

Fighting Form 2 is required to advance from Red Belt to Brown Belt 

Naihanchi 2 is required to advance from Brown Belt to Advanced Brown Belt (suggested) 

Bassai Dai is required to advance from Brown Belt to Advanced Brown Belt (suggested) 
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